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Pharmacologic Principles:
Pharmacokinetics: this is what the body does to a drug; it describes the movement of a drug into,
within and out of the body and is made up of the following 4 phases
•

Absorption: this is how a drug enters the blood from the site of administration

•

Distribution: reversible movement of a drug from one location to another within the body (e.g.,
from the blood to an organ or tissue and back to the blood)

•

Metabolism: this is a multistep process by which the body breaks down a drug; it is carried out
by various enzymes (i.e., catalysts of chemical reactions) mostly in the liver

•

Excretion: this is how the body clears and eliminates a drug and/or its metabolites (e.g., in the
urine, feces, sweat, respirations)

Onset: the amount of time from administration of a drug to the start of an effect
Peak: the amount of time from administration of a drug to the maximal effect
Bioavailability: the amount of a drug (expressed as a percent) that gets absorbed into the systemic
circulation unchanged and thus, can produce an effect; determined by several things, including the
specific drug and route of administration (note: all drugs have 100% bioavailability via the IV route)

Half-Life: the amount of time it takes a drug to reach ½ of its original concentration in plasma


if a drug is administered on a “regular” schedule, there is both continued absorption of the drug
and continued removal of the drug (via metabolism and excretion); within 4-5 half-lives, the
amount of drug entering the plasma is roughly the same as the amount of drug leaving the plasma
and thus, it has reached Steady State [see Figure 1]
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if a drug is at a steady state and administration is stopped, it takes 4-5 half-lives for it to be
completely cleared from the plasma [see Figure 2]

Pharmacodynamics: this is what a drug does to the body; it deals with the drug's effects (positive
and negative) and the way it causes these effects

Dose - Response relationship: the association between a drug’s concentration and an effect
Mechanism of Action: the process by which the drug causes an effect to happen
Therapeutic Window/Index: the dose range of a medication between the amount that gives a
beneficial effect and the amount that gives more adverse effects than desired effects [see Figure 3]

Duration of Action: the length of time a drug is effective; this is partially a function of, but different
than, the half-life
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Receptor: a protein on a cell’s surface where signals, from outside the cell, bind and cause some form of
cellular/tissue response [see Figure 4]

Ligand: the signal (a molecule) that binds to a receptor (e.g., protein, hormone, pharmaceutical drug,
toxin) [see Figure 4]

Endogenous: a naturally occurring ligand in the body (e.g., protein, hormone)
Exogenous: a ligand coming from outside the body (e.g., pharmaceutical drug, toxin)
Agonist: a ligand that binds a receptor and produces a response
•

full - activates a receptor with the maximum response possible (effect plateaus only when all
receptors bound) [see Figure 5]

•

partial - activates a receptor with less than the maximum response (effect plateaus before all
receptors bound) [see Figure 5]
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Figure 5: graph demonstrating the dose-response
curves for a full and partial agonist

Antagonist: a ligand that binds a receptor and blocks, stops, reverses or reduces a response


reversible (or competitive): competes with agonists for receptor binding



irreversible (or non-competitive): forms a strong bond with the receptor and completely
blocks it from agonists
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Agonist/Antagonist: a ligand, which under some conditions acts as an agonist, and under other
conditions, acts as an antagonist (usually by binding different types, or sub-types, of receptors)

Potency: the amount of an agonist needed to elicit a response (this is not an intrinsic quality of a drug,
rather it’s a term used to compare drugs) [see Figure 6]
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Figure 6: graph of dose-response curves for drugs A, B, and C.

Comparing all 3: A is high potency, B is “medium” potency and C is low potency.
Comparing A to B: A is high potency and B is low potency.
Comparing B to C: B is high potency and C is low potency.

Affinity: the intrinsic ability of a ligand to bind a receptor (the strength of binding)
Efficacy (Intrinsic Activity): the efficiency/ability of a ligand-receptor group to produce a
maximum response

Neuro-Anatomy and Physiology:
Afferent: nerves that receive input from sensory organs and conduct the information toward the
central nervous system

Efferent: nerves that conduct impulses away from the central nervous system
Neurotransmitter: what nerves use to "communicate"; a chemical ligand released by a nerve that
transfers an impulse across a junction by binding to a receptor on something else (e.g., another nerve, a
muscle, or a gland) [see Figure 7]

Synapse: the name for the junction [see Figure 7]
•

presynaptic: related to the nerve that releases the neurotransmitter [see Figure 7]

•

postsynaptic: related to the structure that receives the impulse [see Figure 7]
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Action Potential: how an impulse travels along a nerve; caused by electrical charges moving down
the nerve fiber (i.e., axon) due to ions going in and out [see Figure 8]

Depolarization: the loss of the normal difference in charge between the inside and outside of a nerve
(i.e., the inside becomes less negative); if the change is big enough, an action potential occurs

Hyperpolarization: an increase in the normal difference in charge between the inside and outside of
a nerve (i.e., the inside becomes more negative); this prevents an action potential from starting or makes
it more difficult to start

Neural Systems:
Limbic System: the parts of the brain involved in motivational behavior, learning, memory and
emotional responses; the affective part of ourselves
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Reward System: the parts of the brain responsible for motivation, "wanting", desire, or craving for a
reward; as well as, learning from positive reinforcement

Pleasure Centers: areas of the Reward System, which result in pleasure and "liking" reactions from
certain rewards

Nociception: the depolarization of specific afferent sensory nerves, induced by a noxious stimulus in
the periphery, that provides the brain with information about tissue injury
•

somatic: coming from musculoskeletal or cutaneous sources

•

visceral: coming from thoracic, pelvic, or abdominal organs

•

neuropathic: coming from damage to the somatosensory nervous system (i.e., that which is
involved in perception of touch, pressure, pain, temperature, position, movement, and vibration)

Pain: “An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue
damage …"* - this is the official definition published by the International Association for the Study of
Pain; it is the consequence of the filtering, modulating and distorting of afferent nerve activity through
the affective and cognitive processes unique to each individual; the most important point is that it is a
purely subjective experience; further, it’s been noted that nociception is neither necessary nor sufficient
for pain

*Pain 1979; 6: 247-8.

Sensitization: increased responsiveness of nerves (can be peripheral nerves or the central nervous
system)

Hyperalgesia: more pain from a normally noxious stimulus, caused by sensitization of the nociceptive
system

Allodynia: pain from a normally non-noxious stimulus, caused by complex changes to the nervous
system

Opioid Terms:
Opioid: any compound/ligand (either endogenous or exogenous) with activity at opioid receptors,
which are a specific group of inhibitory receptors located ubiquitously throughout the nervous system
and other organs of the body, like the lungs and GI tract
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Opiate: compounds naturally found in opium (i.e., morphine or codeine)
Narcotic: this is NOT a medical term; it is a legal term for any substance of abuse; this term (or anything
related, like “narcotize”) should not be used to discuss opioids in the medical setting

Dependence: a normal physiologic state that develops from repeated administration of a medication,
which results in a withdrawal syndrome from: abrupt cessation of the medication, rapid dose reduction,
decreased blood levels of the medication, and/or administration of an antagonist; anyone who takes
opioids for a period of time will develop some degree of dependence, it's an expected occurrence

Tolerance: a normal physiologic state that develops from repeated administration of a medication,
which results in the need for dose escalation to maintain the same drug-related effect or a decreased
effect if the dose is maintained; anyone given opioids for any period of time will develop some degree of
tolerance, it's a biological occurrence

Cross Tolerance: tolerance to a medication which develops as a result of exposure to a different
medication; thus, if changing from the first drug to the other the degree of effect(s) should be the same
•

incomplete cross-tolerance: only partial tolerance to a medication from exposure to a
different medication; thus, when changing from the initial drug to the second drug the degree of
effect(s) will be higher (i.e., one will likely be more sensitive to both the desired and adverse
effects of the new drug)

Equianalgesic: doses of different analgesics which offer roughly equivalent degrees of analgesia; this
is based on a comparison of the different medications’ potencies; it is most commonly used to compare
opioids in order to convert between the different drugs and/or routes of administration

Behaviors:
Substance Use Disorder/Addiction: a primary, chronic, neurobiologic disease with genetic,
psychosocial, and environmental factors; characterized by behaviors that include: impaired control over
drug use; compulsive use; continued use despite physical, psychological, occupational, or interpersonal
difficulties/harm; and/or craving (note: tolerance and dependence do not equal addiction); substance
use disorder is a comprehensive term, to define the specific agent in the disease diagnosis use: opioid use
disorder, alcohol use disorder, stimulant use disorder, tobacco use disorder, cannabis use disorder, or
hallucinogen use disorder
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Pseudoaddiction: an iatrogenic syndrome caused by inadequate pain control where one exhibits
behaviors that mimic drug-seeking; what separates this from addiction is the motive behind the drug
seeking, which is self-care; the behaviors resolve with effective analgesia; it is more of a concept than a
true diagnosis

Aberrant Behavior: any behavior departing from the prescribed plan of care (e.g., hoarding
medications to use at future times, selling medications)

Medication Misuse: use of a medication, with therapeutic intent, but other than as directed or
indicated, whether harm results or not (e.g., taking an opioid 6 times in a day because one is having
increased pain, even though it is prescribed as only supposed to be used 4 times a day)

Important Methods:
Harm Reduction: a set of strategies aimed at reducing negative consequences associated with
substance use (e.g., needle exchange, prescriptions for naloxone {an opioid antagonist})

Multimodal Analgesia: a pharmacologic method of pain management which combines various
groups of medications in an attempt to improve pain control and reduce side effects from any one
medication (e.g., using acetaminophen and an NSAID along with an opioid)

Adjunct/Adjuvant: a therapy given in addition to the primary or initial therapy to maximize its
effectiveness; when referring to analgesics, the primary therapy is usually an opioid and the adjunct is a
non-pharmacologic therapy (e.g., heat, cold, massage, acupuncture) or a non-opioid medication (e.g.,
antidepressants, anticonvulsants, alpha-2 agonists, NMDA antagonists)
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